West Coast League

Power Rankings
Season two Round 4
Here we are at the mid-point of the season and we are starting to see teams
settling into spots on the power rankings table. The top and bottom sections
didn’t see much movement, although you have to get out the popcorn for
the middle section. The Pretenders saw the most movement in the rankings,
with a team dropping back to the Pretenders and the rest jockeying for
position.

The Contenders
Those horrible teams at the top of the rankings that make all the others
feel inadequate and pathetic. Oh how Nuffle loves these powerhouses and all
the pain and misery they inflict on the rest of the league.

1. Man-Terror Raiders
The Raiders continue to maintain their clean sheet record with another win
over feeble opposition. It was obvious the senior players were taking a
backseat role in the game as Harrod Croaker and Hoes’f Tap-a-Knee played
prominent roles in the game. Coach Watto is well known for developing all
the talent in his player group and considering the ‘quality’ of the opposition
he took the opportunity to give his rookies some serious game time. It will
probably hold him in good stead as the next game will be the Raiders’
toughest test of the season as they face the Jets.

2. Gang Green Jets
Yamn, the Jets beat up another rookie team and scored plenty of touchdowns.
It’s predictable and kind of boring for the non-Jets fans, although I am sure
the Jets fans are ecstatic with another dominant performance from their
team. Their rankings spot remains the same but what is of real interest is
the next game, when we see the league titans, i.e. the Jets and the Raiders
taking on each other in the battle for bragging rights and the top spot in
the rankings (the thing that really matters!)
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3. Overdosis
These Elgi may be solidifying their spot in the top three but they should
have been able to put away a rookie Nurgle team by a larger margin. Sure
some will argue a win is a win is a win, but only finishing the game one
touchdown ahead is an indictment on an offense that should be powering into
end zones with regularity, yet struggles to put up the big numbers against
any sort of opposition. I wonder if there is a culture of just enough is good
enough with this franchise, which will come back to haunt them in the
playoffs (Yes I consider this team a play-offs team, just a matter of how
far they will go). Overall, even though this team are solid performers for
some reason I find them underwhelming and severely lacking in exciting plays
for the fans.

4. Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers 2
Unlike Overdosis, the Freaks actually know how to put away a team and
capitalise on the chance to improve their touchdown difference. Lead by
Franklin Phreak and Chews Life, the Freaks ran in three touchdowns and
limited the Vikweenz to a single touchdown, or should that be the Vikweenz
limited themselves to a single touchdown due to being completely incompetent.
The one failing of the Freaks was their inability to hurt any Vikweenz,
this lack of violence displeases Nuffle but the Thagorakki are a cowardly
race so I am not surprised they couldn’t dominate physically. With this win
the Freaks climb back up rankings and are the best of the rookie teams at
the midway point of the season.

5. Tennessee Tainted
Another grinding win for the Tainted. I am disappointed they couldn’t score
more touchdowns considering the quality of their opposition, even these pussfilled Nurgle-lovers should have crossed the line at least two more times
against the Bearers. The stand out player yet again was Epidemius, who is
turning into a star of the League and a target for opposing teams. Let’s
hope Nurgle’s favour is not taken away from the Tainted’s star or the team
will find wins difficult to come by. The Tainted are settling in amongst the
top ranked teams and I have to say I expect them to stay here.

6. The Gladiators 2
It’s a Nuffle-damned conspiracy I tell you! This is the second game in a row
The Gladiators have won by forfeit. I am sure there are dirty filthy deals
going on behind the scenes to manufacture the rise of this newbie band of
Elgi. If this plot comes to fruition then I will stand and applaud such a
well-played off-field game. Although, if the plot fails and The Gladiators
fail to reach the play offs then I will gladly point and laugh at the stupid
Elgi.
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The Pretenders
They think they have a chance but the rest of us know that Nuffle
just messing with them – nothing like building up a team only to watch
crumble and fail. Nuffle loves a good joke and it sucks when he decides
laugh at your team – thankfully I share Nuffle’s twisted love
schadenfreude and laugh right along with him!

is
it
to
of

7. RedruM 2
The Umgi bounced back with a win over their fellow manlings from the
Runners. RedruM were on the receiving end of repeated punches to their ugly
faces but managed to keep enough focus to score more touchdowns than the
opposition. This game really hurt the playing group as we saw Stan the
Man Fergusen join the big game in the sky and three other players taking
heavy hits that will see them miss the next game. The game tape showed
Billy Sanders and Lamar Withers connecting several times to secure the win
for the team as the rest of the team was being ground under the heel of
the Runners. After taking such a beating it will be a challenge for Coach
DaBlackSkull to work his magic in the next game with such a depleted
roster.

8. The Pussrots 4
Smacked back down the ladder after a run in with a veteran team. The Rots
weren’t embarrassed with this defeat and definitely delivered the pain to
their opponents. Caorpulaz continues to be the team’s defensive leader and
Jurupulax took the lead on the offensive side of the ball, turning in a
performance that is sure to get the attention of the coaching staff. I am
sure it wasn’t missed by anyone watching the game that the Rots played a
particularly dirty game, with plenty of effective fouling. Also, a fan
favourite, Max Spleenripper, made an appearance for the Rots and even
though he mishandled his beloved chainsaw early in the game, he came back
out in the second half to chop up some Elgi for the entertainment of the
fans.

9. Tropic Thunder 1
Talk about bringing out the trick plays for the game against the Squibs.
In what must be a first Dr Massey, the team’s Kroxigor, managed to not
only hold onto the ball but furthermore marched it into the end zone,
TWICE!!! I am surprised Coach Rex hasn’t lodged many formal and informal
protests with the League Commission about a big guy scoring twice against
his ‘amazing’ Grobi team. Perhaps for once, Coach Rex was stunned into silence.
I wonder if Coach MBoye was so contemptuous of his opposition that he didn’t
even bother with the conventional playbook but treated the game as an
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extra practice session for his squad. I have to admire the testicular
fortitude it took to centre your entire offence around the Thunder’s big
guy, players notorious for their unreliability on the pitch and especially
anything to do with the ball. I am sure the regular playbook will be back
for the next game.

10. Pigskin Runners 3
Well that was violent! The Runners absolutely wrecked Redrum in this
encounter, with one RedruM player killed and three RedruM players crippled
or missing their next league game. For all the carnage though, the Runners
didn’t take advantage of the reduced numbers of opposition players and let
RedruM beat them on the scoreboard. I get the feeling the Runners will be
joining the Dragons and Tru Bloods as a rollercoaster team for the season
and thus they will yoyo up and down the rankings.

11. Emerald Dragons 1
Up we climb the hill of the roller coaster with the Dragons securing a win
over fellow veterans from Bon Temps. It was a close game with little between
the teams. Raeleith showed his worth with his best game to date, scoring
both of the team’s touchdowns. It is good to see some player development in
the roster as reliance on a single player is a recipe for disaster.

12. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 1
And the other rollercoaster team of the league is taking us back down on
their ride. It was a close game, with Godric continuing to showboat with his
passing game. The workhorse of the team continues to be Bill, who dashes
and bashes like no other Tru Blood – I am waiting for his ego to get so out
of control that the team turns on him and he is mysteriously found staked
through the heart in his coffin.

The Delusional
The forlorn hope, the lost and the damned. You get the gist of where I am
going with this, the bottom rungs of the power rankings ladder.

13. Blue Meanies
I am firmly of the belief the Blue Meanies were paid off to miss the game
against The Gladiators and stories about delayed squig-trains rung hollow
to these old ears. These Urks only stay this high on the rankings due to
their existing record and the reputation of their coach. Although any
further such shenanigans will see a penalty imposed and a drop in the
rankings!

14. Triumvirate
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SO the Savage Sloths have been kicked out of the League for several
breaches of the League’s code of conduct. It was a sad day for Blood Bowl
and the West Coast League to see such ignominious acts leading to the
downfall of a franchise. For those who haven’t been following the news, it
appears team management of the Sloths were involved in dubious financial
dealings, threw bunga-bunga parties of such debauchery that even my Dawi
constitution was tested upon hearing the tales of what happened and also
engaged the services of a witch doctor to concoct performance-enhancing
brews to help the team – they should have asked for their money back if
you ask me. Coach Ratt quit the team in disgust once the news went public
and denied and denounced all and sundry to try to keep his name out of the
sewer that was the Sloths.
A new team was rushed in to replace the Sloths, a band of Chaos degenerates
known as the Triumvirate. Their introduction to the league was to get
stomped by the Jets, although they did manage to score a touchdown, a
rarity against the Jets. Some will ask why this team have such a high
ranking, well I decided to combine the results from the Sloths and their
replacements as I think there are teams who shouldn’t be rewarded with a
bump in their rankings just because a team left the league.

15. Fingot’s Fingerlicking Squibs
The Squibs seemed to have hit the glass ceiling. Can the little squigfelchers break through to the next level? It was a yawn-inducing
performance from the Squibs but its par for the course I guess, even Coach
Rex can’t make the Grobi entertaining. The only excitement was when Acolyte
Lemmings had his filthy little neck snapped and removed from the land of
the living – I heard he was the main course at the post game team dinner.

16. Megashoota Vikweenz
Oh look, Coach Frosthammer coached his team to another loss and no one
even cares, well except the folks betting on the game. Although, anyone
betting on the Vikweenz winning should be removed from the gene pool of
whatever species they originate from. To everyone’s surprise the Vikweenz
actually managed to find the end zone (should I make the joke about females
being directionally challenged?). Out in the carpark after the game there
was a large bonfire fuelled by No. 9 Vikweenz jerseys as the fans expressed
their disgust with the play of Garis Kroozbomma, who was utterly incapable
of doing anything with the ball, even the simple act of picking up the ball
completely bamboozled the dim-witted Urk kruti.

17. The Flying Frenchmen
Wow, it wasn’t as bad a loss as I imagined it would be. The Frenchies faced
the Raiders and actually walked away with most of the roster intact and
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only lost by two touchdowns. That being said, let’s just remember that
they are one of two teams yet to manage a win, its seems the big W is
elusive for our froggy friends. I can’t think of much to write about this
team as there are no stars in the team and little of note being done by
Coach Hymn and his amphibians – hurry up and do something interesting
Coach Hymn!

18. Grudgebearers
The Bearers only lost by a single touchdown, so that is kind of a moral
victory I guess. Once again, these Dawi (I am starting to suspect this team
is really Grobi in disguise) failed to trouble the end zone and managed a
single casualty. My concerns about this team are slowly turning into
simmering rage as I hate to see my beloved Dawi handled so shoddily. It’s
going to take a miracle to get this team off the bottom of the rankings.
Thankfully that is now over, after a brutal few weeks of double shifts in
the mines and spending time with the runescribe to improve my sozzled brain,
I can finally enjoy Blood Bowl and a few ales.
Also, everyone should be checking out WAFFL media – the most trusted source
for WAFFL news and updates! Do yourself a favour and check these Facebook
and Youtube links.
Dare you argue with the rankings? Do you think the old drunk has lost his
mind? The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each
round. Feel free to share your thoughts about the rankings on the WAFFL
facebook page.

Signed

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/thestinkydwarf/
Twitter https://twitter.com/thestinkydwarf
Tumblr https://thestinkydwarf.tumblr.com/
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